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Perfect Your Chess
Oct 20 2021 Andrei Volokitin is one of a rare breed of chess players: he achieved a
ranking in the world's top 20 while still a teenager. This book includes topics that are written in
collaboration with his trainer. It features 375 positions where the reader is given a task or asked a
question. These tasks resemble those that players regularly face.
Improve Your Chess Tactics
Sep 18 2021 The best advice for chess players who want to improve quickly is:
get better at tactics! Simply because the vast majority of amateur games is decided through tactics you
will immediately start beating more opponents when you improve your tactical skills. Experienced Russian
Grandmaster Jakov Neishtadt has selected those examples from the games of masters that have the biggest
instructional value for club players. In the first part of the book Neishstadt teaches a systematic
course on the most important tactical themes. The second part consist of an exam with hundreds of tests
from real-life chess, in random order so as not to give unwelcome hints on how to solve them. The
solutions are not just lists of moves, but include instructive prose.
The Reassess Your Chess Workbook
May 27 2022 International Chess Master Jeremy Silman tests a player's
strengths and weaknesses with 131 problems that cover openings, middlegames (both positional and
tactical), and endgames. As a player completes a problem, he or she may then turn to consult Silman's
lengthy answer to the problem, which is always detailed yet never dry. Through this process of problem
solving, analysis and advice, a player is led to discover the major flaws imbedded in his or her play.
Through this same process, a player is also led to an understanding of Silman's system of thinking about
the game, and how it differs from many other systems of chess thinking.
Perfect Your Chess
Oct 08 2020
Improve Your Chess Calculation
Nov 28 2019 Calculation is key to winning chess games. Converting your
chess knowledge into concrete moves requires calculation and precise visualization. Every chess player
will benefit from the hundreds of training exercises in this book. Coach Ramesh will take your
calculation skills from a club player's level to grandmaster level.
Improve Your Chess Now
Aug 30 2022 In a strikingly original self-improvement manual, Jonathan Tisdall
draws on his own experiences to explain why erratic results and painful setbacks occur, and shows how to
institute a training program that can lift the player's game to new heights. Tisdall's improvement ideas
will fire the imagination of players at all levels.
Rewire Your Chess Brain
Mar 13 2021 In this book the author assembles the problems and studies that are
most effective to improve tactical ability. A player who works their way through this book will
undoubtedly see improvements in their own play.
Build Up Your Chess 3-Mastery
Jul 05 2020 Renowned grandmaster Artur Yusupov continues his "Build up
Your Chess" chess-improvement course.Volume 1, The Fundamentals, showed club players the basic ideas they
should know;Volume 2, Beyond the Basics, set off on the road to mastery, and now in Volume 3, Mastery, we
arrive at our final destination.Yusupov guides the reader using carefully selected positions and advice.
This new understanding is then tested by a series of puzzles.
Your Chess Battle Plan
Feb 21 2022 One of the most challenging tasks in a chess game is to find the
correct strategy. It is far easy to attack too randomly, to miss a vital opportunity, or even choose the
wrong plan altogether. These are all mistakes frequently seen by even quite strong players. Your Chess
Battle Plan focuses on how Magnus Carlsen and other great masters decide on the best strategy in a
position and then find the right ways to implement it. Clear advice shows you how to hone in on the most
relevant features of a position in order to decide what your general plan needs to be. Factors that are
addressed include when to exchange pieces, when to make long-range manoeuvres, when to offer sacrifices
and how to identify and focus on key squares. Your Chess Battle Plan will get you thinking along the
right strategic lines and using your pieces and pawns in a much more efficient and skilful manner. * A
complete self-improvement programme. * Advice to evaluate the current level of planning in your own
games. * Utilizes a structured approach, making the most of your study time.
Boost Your Chess 3
Apr 01 2020 This volume continues Artur Yusupov's complete course of chess

improvement. The Fundamentals series showed players the basic ideas they should know. The Beyond the
Basics series set off on the road to mastery, and now in the Mastery series we arrive at our final
destination. Yusupov guides the reader using carefully selected positions and advice. This new
understanding is then tested by a series of puzzles.
Improve Your Chess in 7 Days
Sep 06 2020 No time to study but want to win more chess games? "Improve
Your Chess in 7 Days" is packed with practical tips, hints on how to improve, learn from the champions
and find out how to beat them - in just a week. With one short chapter for each day of the week, the book
is ideal for social chess players and includes a sprinkling of chess cartoons to keep you smiling as you
read. With comments and advice after each move, this is as clear a guide to improving your chess as you
will ever need.
Understanding Your Chess
Jun 23 2019 This text presents useful lessons drawn from the author's own
experiences which will be relevant to club/tournament players. Topics include developing a reliable
opening repertoire, risk management and playing for a win, and competing against higher-rated opposition.
How to Reassess Your Chess
Nov 01 2022 How to Reassess Your Chess is the popular step-by-step course
that will create a marked improvement in anyone's game. In clear, direct language, Silman shows how to
dissect a position, recognize its individual parts and ultimately find the move that conforms to the
needs of that particular situation. By explaining the thought processes that go into a master's choice of
move, the author presents a system of thought that makes advanced strategies seem clear, logical and at
times even obvious. How the Reassess Your Chess offers invaluable knowledge and insight that cannot be
found in any other book.
Winning Chess Strategies
Jun 15 2021 Gain the advantage over your opponent with easy-to-remember
strategies from one of the worlds top chess players! Strategy is the ultimate secret weapon for
championship players around the world. Drawing on his considerable experience in tournament play,
International Grandmaster Yasser Seirawan shows you how to apply flexible strategic principles to every
part of your game. Using Seirawan's simple and effective planning and analysis techniques, you'll enter
each game with confidence and energy, ready to play forcefully and intelligently the way you need to play
so you can win every time! Learn to: Knock your opponent off balance with bold opening moves * Formulate
an overall game strategy before the middle game * Interpret the motivation behind your opponents every
move * Position yourself for a winning endgame * Diagrams throughout the book illustrate game positions,
and you'll meet historys greatest chess strategieslearning from them move by move! Whether for reference
during practice games or simply for pleasure reading,WINNING CHESS STRATEGIES is an information packed
resource you'll turn to again and again
Sharpen Your Chess Tactics in 7 Days
Jan 11 2021 A follow-up to the bestselling 'Improve Your Chess in 7
Days', this essential chess instructor is perfect for players who are desperate to brush up on their
tactics but don''t have time to devote to long hours of study. Handily arranged day by day, it is full of
easy-to-follow advice on developing nifty tricks that will confound your opponent and help you win the
game. It includes all the basic tactical skills such as pins, decoys, deflections, double attacks etc,
then delves deeper, showing you how to harness them at various points of the game. It also contains a
sprinkling of chess cartoons to keep you smiling as you read. Day 1: So You Want to Improve Your Tactics?
Day 2: Understanding Tactics Day 3: Develop Your Creativity Day 4: Tactics in the Opening Day Day 5:
Tactics in the Middlegame Day 6: Tactics in the Endgame Day 7: Blunders and Brilliancies Packed with tips
and tricks, this book''s clear, no-nonsense style makes it the ideal companion for sharpening your
tactics - quickly.
How Good Is Your Chess?
Oct 27 2019 Grandmaster and Hall of Fame chess legend Larry Evans draws upon his
vast experience as five-time U.S. champion to present a fun and challenging new approach for chess
players. You can test your skills against one hundred fascinating positions from actual games and choose
the best move among three choices. Each correct answer earns you twenty-five points, and no points are
given for incorrect choices. At the end of the series, you can calculate your own rating, from beginner
to grandmaster. In the solutions section, Evans carefully explains the proper thinking you must employ to
approach the position and why the alternatives are inferior. You'll not only find your true chess level,
but get a complete course in exactly where you can go wrong. 144 pages
Improve Your Chess
Jan 23 2022 Improve Your Chess will help you to improve your technique and master
your game. This lively new edition is written by William Hartston, an experienced chess player and daily
columnist for the Independent. It is structured in 75 easy-to-follow lessons, clearly demarcated by
level, so that you are challenged throughout. You will get to grips with complex strategy and the metaprinciples which rule the relationship between pieces and their co-operation throughout play. All new
concepts are demonstrated by illustrated worked examples, and you will get a chance to see these
principles borne out in grandmaster play. NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute introductions to
key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common problems and quick
tips for success, based on the authors' many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and
online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at
www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer understanding of chess FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick
refreshers to help you remember the key facts. TRY THIS Innovative exercises illustrate what you've
learnt and how to use it.
Boost Your Chess 2
Dec 22 2021 Artur Yusupov’s complete course of chess training stretches to nine
volumes, guiding the reader towards a higher chess understanding using carefully selected positions and
advice. To make sure that this new knowledge sticks, it is then tested by a selection of puzzles. The
course is structured in three series with three levels. The Fundamentals level is the easiest one, Beyond
the Basics is more challenging, and Mastery is quite difficult, even for stronger players. The various

topics – Tactics, Strategy, Positional Play, Endgames, Calculating Variations, and Openings – are spread
evenly across the nine volumes, giving readers the chance to improve every area as they work through the
books. This book is the second volume at the Beyond the Basics level.
Master Your Chess with Judit Polgar: Fight for the Center and Other Lessons from the All-Time Best
Female Chess Player
Mar 25 2022 Judit Polgar was the best female chess player in the world for a record
26 years. In this book she reveals some of the secrets of her success. Together with the prize-winning
coach, International Master Andras Toth, she has created a course based on the training she received as a
young player. It feels like having a private lesson from one of the best players in the world. Master
Your Chess with Judit Polgar covers all aspects of the game: from the opening to the endgame. The manual
is accessible both for ambitious beginners wanting to build their chess development on a strong
foundation and for intermediate players who have hit a plateau and need new insights to leap forward.
How to Improve Your Chess (Primary)
Sep 26 2019 A guide to chess for players having a basic knowledge of
the game, covers aspects of strategy and tactics designed to improve chess skills
Test Your Chess
Jan 29 2020 Grandmaster and renowned chess coach Zenón Franco provides a training course
designed to help all aspiring players to improve their chess. During each lesson, you are invited to play
a 'game' in which you try to find the best moves at all the important moments. Points are awarded for
selecting the best moves - and are deducted for selecting blunders! At the end of each lesson there is a
points scale to indicate how well you have 'played'. This means you are able to accurately measure your
progress as you work through the book. Readers are tested in all aspects of chess: attack, defence,
counterattack, tactics, structures, strategy, endgames and so on. Following this interactive course of
lessons is an ideal way to improve your game. A structured course of chess trainingIncludes 40 deeply
annotated exercise gamesIdeal for both chess students and trainers
Analyse Your Chess
Nov 20 2021 Leading chess author Colin Crouch believes that the key to sustained
chess improvement lies in the critical analysis and assessment of your own games. Each and every game you
play provides a significant learning opportunity, and this opportunity should never be squandered. In
this sequel to his highly acclaimed Why We Lose at Chess, Crouch examines what we should do to maximize
our chess results and ratings, how to turn losses into draws, and draws into wins. Here he focuses on
major issues such as improving decision making, how to plan after the opening, how to maintain
objectivity, improving endgame skills, the psychological aspects of the game, and much more. Read this
book, analyse your chess, and get ready to improve your results! An essential guide to chess improvement
Valuable advice on planning, strategy and tactics Covers opening, middlegame and endgame play
How to Reassess Your Chess
Jul 29 2022 How to Reassess Your Chess has long been considered a modern
classic. This 4th edition takes Silman's groundbreaking concept of imbalances to a whole new level.
Designed for players in the 1400 to 2100 rating range and for teachers looking for a ready-made chess
curriculum, the author shares a mind-expanding journey that takes the reader through imbalance-basics,
ensures that every detail of all the imbalances are mastered, and leaves the player/lover of chess with
something he always wanted but never believed he could achieve: a master-level positional foundation.
Hundreds of games brought to life by instruction-rich prose, and stories that offer humor while
highlighting various lessons, vividly illustrate all the book's topics in a manner that's both personal
and fun. Jeremy Silman is an International Master and a world-class teacher, writer, and player who has
won the American Open, the National Open, and the U.S. Open.
The Power Chess Program
Jun 03 2020 Begun as a correspondence course, The Power Chess Program is now
available between covers! A series of 12 lessons guides the student through the essential elements of
chess strategy. The key points are then reinforced with a set of thematic test positions for the reader
to solve. Beginner
Your Kingdom for My Horse: When to Exchange in Chess
Dec 30 2019 The great Mikhail Botvinnik, world
champion said: 'The foundation of chess is exchanging/' Knowing when and what to exchange or trade in
chess is essential to improve your game, and this is the only book to help you do that. In chess an
exchange or trade of chessmen is a series of closely related moves, typically sequential, in which the
two players capture each other’s pieces. All chess pieces may be exchanged or captured in an exchange –
apart from the king which however can capture an opponent’s piece. Either the player of the white or the
black pieces may make the first capture of the other player's piece in an exchange, followed by the other
player capturing a piece of the first player, often referred to as a recapture. These maneouvres happen
throughout chess, but understanding when and how to do this to your best advantage can improve your game
significantly. Written by the hugely popular chess writer, Andrew Soltis, My Kingdom for a Horse tells
you whether you should exchange your bishop for a knight, which pair of bishops you should exchange, when
you should keep rooks on the board and when should you refuse to trade anything. This unique book will
provide the answers on an important and integral part of chess strategy.
Improve Your Chess at Any Age
Apr 13 2021 In this original and thought-provoking book, Andres D.
Hortillosa explains his ever-evolving system of chess improvement. If you are serious about improving
your chess this book is for you.
Revolutionize Your Chess
Aug 18 2021 Former Ukrainian Champion Moskalenko, who coached Vasily Ivanchuk
to stardom, presents a fundamentally new approach of getting better at chess. Covering all aspects of the
game, Moskalenko develops new and easy-to-apply rules-of-thumb for amateur players who want to improve.
With many examples, tests and exercises, this is the ultimate modern chess skills improvement manual.
Easy to read and understand; even weaker players will benefit from Moskalenko's breakdown of the
material, wrote Carsten Hansen at ChessCafe about Moskalenko's previous book 'The Flexible French'.
Tune Your Chess Tactics Antenna
Dec 10 2020 Provides a set of tools that enables readers to determine
the moment they need to look for the win.

The Comfort Zone
Jul 25 2019 Have you ever wondered why you do well in certain tournaments and not in
others? If your opening choices are the right ones? If your attacking play is good, bad, or Tinder swipe
left ugly? In this entertaining account, the author explains how to achieve success in chess we need to
understand our what works for us, but to achieve true mastery we should prepare to go beyond our zone of
comfort. Along the way he takes us on a journey through his own world of discovery and explains how he
became one of the best chess players in England. It's a deeply honest and at times tragicomic memoir as
he also reveals his strategy for taking on his biggest rivals and how best to use computers to improve
your chess.
Improve Your Chess Pattern Recognition
May 15 2021 Pattern recognition is one of the most important
mechanisms of chess improvement. This is well known. But what does pattern recognition actually mean? And
how can you improve at it? If you realize a position has similarities with something you have seen
before, you are recognizing a pattern. This helps you to get to the essence of a position quickly and
find the most promising continuation. To get better at recognizing chess patterns, knowing which
positions are worth remembering will save lots of time and energy. In this book IM Arthur van de
Oudeweetering supplies building blocks for your chess knowledge. In short chapters he presents lots of
well-defined subjects, easy to remember because of their specific elements. After working with this book
you will experience something wonderful: your mind and memory will be triggered much easier and more
frequently. An increasing number of positions, pawn structures and piece placements will automatically
activate your chess knowledge. As a result, you will simply find the right move more often and more
quickly!
Build Up Your Chess 1
Sep 30 2022 Artur Yusupov's complete course of chess training stretches to nine
volumes, guiding the reader towards a higher chess understanding using carefully selected positions and
advice. To make sure that this new knowledge sticks, it is then tested by a selection of puzzles. The
course is structured in three series with three levels. The Fundamentals level is the easiest one, Beyond
the Basics is more challenging, and Mastery is quite difficult, even for stronger players. The various
topics – Tactics, Strategy, Positional Play, Endgames, Calculating Variations, and Openings – are spread
evenly across the nine volumes, giving readers the chance to improve every area as they work through the
books. This book is the first volume at the Fundamentals level. The Build Up Your Chess series won the
prestigious Boleslavsky Medal from FIDE (the World Chess Federation) as the best instructional chess
books in the world.
How Good Is Your Chess?
May 03 2020 Instructive, amusing test-yourself guide by a grandmaster asks
readers to predict their opponent's moves and helps improve their game by studying the plans and ideas of
the best players.
Improve Your Chess Pattern Recognition
Nov 08 2020 Pattern recognition is one of the most important
mechanisms of chess improvement. This is well known. But what does pattern recognition actually mean? And
how can you improve at it? If you realize a position has similarities with something you have seen
before, you are recognizing a pattern. This helps you to get to the essence of a position quickly and
find the most promising continuation. To get better at recognizing chess patterns, knowing which
positions are worth remembering will save lots of time and energy. In this book IM Arthur van de
Oudeweetering supplies building blocks for your chess knowledge. In short chapters he presents lots of
well-defined subjects, easy to remember because of their specific elements. After working with this book
you will experience something wonderful: your mind and memory will be triggered much easier and more
frequently. An increasing number of positions, pawn structures and piece placements will automatically
activate your chess knowledge. As a result, you will simply find the right move more often and more
quickly!
Boost Your Chess 1
Jun 27 2022 Renowned chess teacher and grandmaster Artur Yusupov continues his
complete course of chess improvement. Yusupov's previous books have proven popular with chess coaches all
over the world, who use the tests on their pupils -- cut out the middleman and read Yusupov direct. Boost
Your Chess 1 is part of a nine-book course of three series each of three books. The series are Build up
your Chess, Boost your Chess and Chess Evolution. Each series starts with The Fundamentals, then the
chess level increases in Beyond the Basics, and culminates in Mastery. Yusupov guides the reader towards
a higher level of chess understanding using carefully selected positions and advice. This new
understanding is then tested by a series of puzzles.
Build Up Your Chess with Artur Yusupov
Apr 25 2022 This book is for chess players who want to build
their skills on solid foundations. Yusupov guides the reader towards a higher level of chess
understanding using carefully selected positions and advice. This new understanding is then tested by a
series of puzzles.
Train Your Chess Pattern Recognition
Aug 06 2020 In this sequel to his instant classic Improve Your
Chess Pattern Recognition, a highly original take on practical middlegame instruction, Arthur van de
Oudeweetering presents players of almost every level with a fresh supply of essential, yet easy-toremember building blocks for their chess knowledge. Pattern recognition is one of the most important
mechanisms of chess improvement. It helps you to quickly grasp the essence of a position on the board and
find the most promising continuation. In short, well-defined and practical chapters, experienced chess
trainer Van de Oudeweetering presents hundreds of examples of middlegame themes. To test your
understanding he provides an abundance of exercises. After working with this book, an increasing number
of positions, pawn structures and piece placements will automatically activate your chess knowledge. As a
result, you will find the right move more often and more quickly!
Increase Your Chess
Feb 09 2021
How to Use Computers to Improve Your Chess
Mar 01 2020 Computers have permeated almost every facet of

modern chess, yet few players know how to gain the maximum benefit from working with them. Computers
function as playing partners, opening study tools, endgame 'oracles', tactics trainers, sources of
information on opponents and searchable game databases. Kongsted provides practical advice on how to use
computers in all these ways and more. He also takes a look at the history of the chess computer, and how
its 'thinking' methods have developed since the early days. The book features an investigation of human
vs. machine contests, including the recent Kasparov vs. Deep Junior and Kramnik vs. Deep Fritz matches,
in which honours ended even.
YOUR CHESS BATTLE PLAN. Jul 17 2021
Move First, Think Later
Aug 25 2019 The chess playing mind does not work like a machine. Selecting a
move results from rather chaotic thought processes and is not the logical outcome of applying a rational
method. The only problem with that, says International Master Willy Hendriks, is that most books and
courses on improving at chess claim exactly the opposite. The dogma of the chess instruction
establishment is that if you only take a good look at certain ‘characteristics’ of a position, then good
moves will follow more or less automatically. But this is not how it happens. Chess players, weak and
strong, don’t first judge the position, then formulate a plan and afterwards look at moves. It all
happens at the same time, and pretending that it is otherwise is counterproductive. There is no use in
forcing your students to mentally jump through theoretical hoops, according to experienced chess coach
Hendriks. This work shows a healthy distrust of accepted methods to get better at chess. It teaches that
winning games does not depend on ticking off a to-do list when looking at a position on the board. It
presents club and internet chess players with loads of much-needed no-nonsense training material. In this
provocative, entertaining and highly instructive book, Hendriks shows how you can travel light on the
road to chess improvement!
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